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The present invention relates to a method of 
making composite, consolidated products and to 
apparatus for use in making the same. It re 
lates particularly to a method of making hard 
board from woody materials in particle form, and 
to apparatus for practicing this method. 
In the art of making hardboard and similar 

composite, consolidated products, it is conven 
tional practice to shape small pieces of woody 
material into a felt, and then to consolidate the 
felt by the application of pressure and, often, 
with the contemporaneous application of sub 
stantial heat. This causes the adhesion of the 
individual particles to each other through the 
‘action of the native binders present in the woody 
material, as well as through the action of ex_ 
traneous binders, if such have been added. The 
incorporation of extraneous binders frequently 
is necessary in order to obtain a consolidated 
product having the requisite strength. Amounts 
of extraneous binder of the order of several per 
cent, based on the dry Weight of the consoli 
dated product, frequently are used to accomplish 
this purpose and hence constitute a substantial 
factor in the cost of the ?nal product. 
When extraneous binders are employed, it is 

the usual practice to add them to the woody 
particles of which the felt is formed by spraying 
the felt with the binder in liquid form, immers 
ing it in a liquid binder, mechanically mixing 
the particles with a suitable binder, or spraying 
them with a liquid binder as they are being de 
posited to form a felt. The ?rst three of the 
above methods often are unsatisfactory and un 
economical in that the coating of the particles is 
incomplete, which makes the resulting consoli- , 
dated product correspondingly weak, or a large 
excess of adhesive material is used to secure 
thorough coating, which adds substantially to the 
cost of the product. In the fourth method, 
namely that in which liquid adhesive is sprayed 
on the particles as they are formed into a felt, 
conditions have not heretofore been provided for 
regulating the ?ow of particles with respect to 
the spray of adhesive material in such a manner 
that maximum coating of the particles is ob 
tained with the use of a minimum amount of 
adhesive material. ’ 

Hence it is the primary object of the present 
invention to provide method and apparatus for 
poating particles of material to be formed into _ 
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composite, consolidated products with maximum 
coating e?iciency and using a minium amount 
of adhesive material, thereby forming consoli 
dated products of maximum strength for a given 
adhesive content at lowest cost. 
A further object of the present invention is 

the provision of method and apparatus for con 
trolling the flow of particles of material to be 
formed into composite consolidated products in 
such a manner that they may be coated effec 
tively with adhesive material while being de 
posited into a felt or shape suitable for consoli 
dation into a relatively dense, composite product. 
Another object of the present invention is the 

provision of method and apparatus for adjusting 
the moisture content of particles to be formed 
into consolidated products to an optimum level 
at which a mat made up of the particles may be 
prepressed so as to be self sustaining, and hence 
easily handled during operations occurring prior 
.to the ?nal consolidation. 

Still a further'obiect of the present invention 
is the provision of method and apparatus particu 
larly adapted for use in forming from wood ?ber, 
planer mill shavings, and other waste wood ma 
terial a synthetically bound core material that 
can be utilized directly in the fabrication of ?at, 
or molded board articles. 
- The manner in which the foregoing and other 
objects of the present invention are accom 
plished will be apparent from the following 
speci?cation and claims considered together with 
‘the drawings wherein: 
I. ,Figure 1 is a graph of board strength values 
plottediagainst adhesive content for composite, 
consolidated boards incorporating varying 
amounts of adhesive applied (a) by ordinary 
mechanical mixing methods and (b) by the 
‘method described herein; 

40 able apparatus for coating particles of material 
' Figure 2 is a sectional view in elevation of suit 

with adhesive and for forming the adhesive 
coated particles " into composite consolidated 
products by the method of the present invention; 
Figure 3 is an enlarged View of the mixing 

chamber of the apparatus of Figure 2; 
Figure 4 is a plan view of the apparatus of 

Figure 2; and 
”Figure 5 is a sectional view taken along the 

lines 5-5 of Figure 2. 
, Themethod of the present invention for the 
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production of composite, consolidated products 
is applicable for use with a variety of raw ma 
terials including wood and woody substances 
such as cane, corn stalks, straw, etc.; mineral 
products such as asbestos and mineral wool; 
glass ?bers and the like. It is particularly ap 
plicable to waste wood products such as sawdust, 
shavings, and chips. These various materials 
may be used in the form of particles or pieces 
of varying size‘ ranging from ?bers of relatively 
small dimensions to the shavings or chips of 
substantial size formed as waste products re 
sulting from the ordinary wood working opera 
tions. 
As adhesive materials for use in the execution 

of the method of the present invention, there 
may be employed many suitable adhesive sub 
stances adapted to cause the adherence‘ to each 
other of pieces of material to‘ form composite 
consolidated products in the manner disclosed 
herein. Suitable adhesives thus comprise the 
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thermosetting resinous materials such as the V 
phenol aldehyde resins, the urea formaldehyde 
resins, and the like as Well as the thermoplastic 
binders such as asphalt, the bitumens, the vari 
ous mineral and vegetable waxes, etc. Rubber 
latex, both natural and synthetic, and animal 
and vegetable glues also may be‘ employed. Still 
further, there may be used inorganic cementitious 
substances such as aqueous suspensions or solu 
tions of sodium silicate, plaster of Paris, mag 
nesium chloride and the like. The commercial 
thermosetting, phenolic resins in the form of 
their aqueous solutions having a solids content of 
about 40% by weight are particularly well adapt 
ed for use in the method of the present inven 
tion as applied to the production of hardboard 
of substantial density from waste wood products, 
and the present invention is described herein 
with particular reference to such resinous bind 
ers as being illustrative of the adhesive materials 
which may be employed. 
Broadly stated, therefore, the presently dis 

closed method of making composite consolidated 
products from small pieces of wood or other ma 
terials comprises entrai‘ning the pieces in a gase 
ous stream, preferably an air stream, diffusing 
the particles substantially uniformly throughout 
the air stream, and passing the diffused pieces 
through a spray or mist of liquid adhesive mate 
rial to coat the pieces uniformly with an amount 
of adhesive which is predetermined with respect 
to the amount of wood or other material used, 
shaping the coated pieces into a felt of suitable 
form, and consolidating the felt to form the 
?nal product. In ‘carrying out this method, the 
composition of the adhesive spray may be ad 
justed so that not only is the desired amount 
of adhesive applied to the pieces, but the 
moisture content of the latter is adjusted to a 
level at which a felt or mat formed from the 
pieces may be prepressed cold to form a self sus 
taining blank, which may be handled with facil 
ity without disintegrating prior to its ?nal con~ 
solidation. ' 

The particles of wood or other starting mate 
rials for the foregoing sequence of operations are 
usually available in the form of clumps or loose 
aggregates which tend to remain as such during 
felting and hence resist uniform coating of the 
individual particles. They therefore are sub 
jected ?rst to the action of a gaseous stream, 
e.‘ g. an air stream of substantial velocity. This 
disintegrates the clumps and separates them into 
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their component, individual particles which then 
are entrained in the air stream. 
Where particles of wood or other materials of 

correspondingly low density are employed and 
entrained in a rapidly moving air stream, the 
problem is presented of reducing their velocity so 
that they are proper subjects for subsequent 
coating and felting operations. If this is not 
done, they tend to whirl about inde?nitely in 
whatever chamber they may be contained so that 
they may be coated with adhesive and formed 
into a felt only with difficulty. In accordance 
with the present invention, this difliculty is over 
come by dividing the particle-entraining air 
stream into a plurality of such streams which 
then are directed against each other. This causes 
the particles carried by the respective streams 
to impinge against each other and lose their 
momentum. This, in turn, permits the entrain 
ment of‘ the particles in another air stream of 
lower velocity, or permits their dropping by force 
of gravity into a zone in which they are coated 
with adhesive material. 

After the motion of the air-entrained particles 
has been arrested, they are passed through a 
spray of liquid adhesive material, the spray pref 
erably being very ?nely divided, as a mist or fog, 
and preferably being directly counter-current to 
the particle stream. This affords an environment 
in which. the individual particles whirl about in the 
spray so that the entire surface of each particle 
is exposed to the spray, which therefore coats the 
particles uniformly. By controlling the relative 
amounts of adhesive material and particles to be 
coated, a predetermined and optimum amount of 
adhesive may be applied, thus avoiding waste of 
the adhesive, While at the same time applying it 
uniformly to the particles so that a consolidated 
product of maximum strength for a given adhe 
sive usage is obtained. 
The foregoing advantageous results are readily 

demonstrable in practice, as is seen from an in 
spection of Figure 1. Presented therein are the 
strength values of a number of consolidated board 
products made by coating wood shavings with 
resin both in accordance with the method of the 
present invention and with the conventional 
method comprising mechanically mixing the res 
in with the wood particles. These strength values 
are plotted against the binder content of the vari 
ous board products. By comparison of the re 
sulting curves, it will'be noted that a given resin 
usage in the presently disclosed method forms a 
board which is substantially stronger than is one 
containing the same amount of resin binder but 
formed by the conventional mechanical mixing 
method. 
Thus a paper faced board containing 6% by 

weight resin and formed by the conventional 
mechanical mixing method has a modulus of 
rupture of 4375 p. s. i. However, a board con 
taining the same amount of resin binder but 
prepared by the method of the present invention 
has a modulus of rupture of 4750 p. s. i. This 
means, of course, that, where a consolidated 
product having a given strength, for example a 
strength of 4375 p. s. i., is needed, such a board 
may be produced by the method of the present 
invention using only 4.25% resin binder, where~ 
as by the conventional mechanical mixing 
method, 6% binder would be required to pro 
duce a board of equivalent strength. When it 
is considered that the phenolic resinous binders 
are expensive, costing at current prices from 12¢ 
to 15¢ per pound, and that thousands of tons 
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'of consolidated composite board "products are 
produced annually, the saving in cost of resin 
binder by the use of the presently described 
method is very impressive. 
Not only are relatively high strength boards 

produced by the use of this invention, but, as 
is clearly apparent from a comparison of the two 
curves comprising the graph of Figure 1, the 
boards produced by the present method have 
much more consistent strength values than do 
those produced by the conventional method in 
which the binder is mixed mechanically with the 
wood particles. In the latter case, the strength 
properties of the boards tend to be erratic and 
unpredictable, presumably because of the dii? 
culty of obtaining an even distribution of binder 
upon the particles prior to consolidation. This is 
evidenced by the presence of points falling a 
substantial distance away from the curve. In 
the case of boards made by the process of the 
present invention, however, all of the points 
cluster closely about the curve, indicating that 
the strength of boards having a given binder 
content may be predicted with considerable ac 
curacy. 
In addition to being able to control accurately 

the amount of binder applied to pieces of wood 
and the like by the practice of the present inven— 
tion, it is possible to control within exact limits 
the moisture content of the binder coated parti 
cles. This may be accomplished, for example, 
by correlating the moisture content of the spray 
with the original moisture content of the pieces 
to a predetermined and desired value. This is 
of importance, since I have discovered that by 
adjusting the moisture content of the particles 
comprising a ?brous felt to a value of between 
about 10% and about 35% by weight, prefer 
ably between about 18% and about 27% by 
weight, it is possible to prepress the felt in the 
cold, using relatively simple equipment, until it 
is consolidated sufficiently to be self-sustaining. 
When the moisture content is held within the 
above limits during the prepressing operation, 
sufficient adhesion is developed between the 
particles to hold them together in a partially 
consolidated condition without activating the 
added binder. The felt then may be handled by 
ordinary board handling methods and equip 
ment when cutting it into suitable lengths, trans 
porting it from the felter to the press, and intro 
ducing it into the latter. This constitutes an 
important feature of my invention, since it elimi 
nates the necessity of using the cumbersome 
and expensive equipment necessary in conven 
tional board making operations for cutting and 
handling the usual bulky and fragile felts. 
The effect of adjusting the moisture content 

of the felt on its ability to be made self-sustain 
ing by prepressing cold is illustrated in the data 
presented in Table I. These data constitute the 
results of tests carried out by passing wood shav 
ings individually through a spray of thermoset— 
ting liquid phenolic binder containing enough 
water to impart to the shavings the indicated 
moisture content, while maintaining the binder 
content of the shavings uniformly at 2.5% by 
weight. The shavings were formed into mats, 
which were prepressed cold over the indicated 
range of pressures. The self-sustaining quali 
ties of the prepressed mats then were observed, 
the mat being rated as self-sustaining if it re 
mained hard and board-like, and did not dis 
integrate upon handling equivalent to that neces— 

sary to cut it into lengths and‘ introduce it into 
a press for ?nal consolidation. ~ 

TABLE I 
5 c 

Total Prepressiug, Pressure (p. s. 1.) 
Moisture 

seas 
Number Fell; ‘Per’ 50 100 150 200 250 300 

cent by 
10 weight) 

1 _____________ .. 11 — — - - + + 

2" 15 — ' — + + + + 
3 - 19 ' — - + + + + 

23 - + + + + + 
27 + + + + + + 
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+=Prepressed felt self-sustaining. 
—-=Prcpressed felt not self-sustaining. 

It will be apparent from the data of Table I 
that the moisture content of a mat having a given 
binder content is of primary signi?cance in de 
termining whether the mat may be prepressed 
successfully in the cold. As indicated by Ex 
ample 1, where the moisture content is only 11% 
by weight, the application of pressures of ‘as 
much as 200 pounds per square inch does not 
suffice to make the mat self-sustaining. How 
ever, when the moisture content of the mat is at 
least 27%, the application of a pressure of as 
little as 50 pounds per square inch is su?icient 
to form a self-sustaining mat. ' 7 

It will be apparent further to one skilled in 
the art that although the data of Table Iare 
illustrative of the results to be obtained using 
a thermosetting phenolic binder in the usual 
range of, for example, from about 1% to about 
6% by weight, the moisture content'necessary 
to obtain satisfactory prepressing with phenolic 
binders in different amounts, or with other 
binders in varying amounts, may readily be de 
termined by experimentation. It is my discovery, 
however, that by adjusting the moisture content 
of the particles to a predetermined value, prefer 
ably by passing them individually through a 
spray or mist of adhesive containing a predeter 
mined amount of moisture, the mat formed from 
the resulting treated particles may be prepressed 
successfully in the cold to a self-sustaining con 
dition. 
Although various types of apparatus may be 

employed in the practice of the method of the 
present invention, provided they supply the 
various mechanical features required to carry 
out the sequence of steps comprising the method,‘ 
a typical apparatus'is illustrated in Figures 2 to 5, 
inclusive. It comprises a chamber H] of suitable 
dimensions and fabricated from any suitable 
material. The chamber is provided at its upper 
end with means for introducing a controlled and 
measured feed of the particles to be coated with 
binder and then formed into a felt and con— 
solidated. The introducing means may comprise 
a hopper ll into which the particles are placed. 
The hopper communicates with a tube l2 in 
which rotates a worm l3 journalled in bearings 
l4 and driven from any suitable power source 
through the pulley I5. ' 

Turning of the worm I3 conveys material from 
the hopper and empties it through the ‘conduit 
l6 into the upper part of the chamber It, the 
feed rate being determined by the size of the 
wormand the rate at which it is turned. Hence 
the rate "of feed ‘of material into the chamber 
10 may be controlled positively so that a pre 
determinedvbut variable quantity of materialmay 
be'introduced'into'the "chamber. ‘1 ‘ '\ ‘ " “ " 
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As indicated above, particles of wood or simi 

lar material introduced into the chamber l0 
through the conduit [6 inherently tend to cling 
together and form aggregates or loose clusters 
which cannot be coated eiiectively with a liquid 
adhesive material. Hence means are provided 
for disintegrating any such aggregates as they 
enter the chamber and for reducing them to 
substantially individual particles. These then 
are entrained in a gaseous stream and subse 
quently coated with adhesive. The disintegrating 
and entraining means comprise a plurality of 
jets I8, 19 which supply air or other gas at high 
velocity to the upper portion of the chamber, 
the stream of gas being directed against the 
particles of material as they enter the chamber, 
striking them with sufficient force to disintegrate 
them into their component particles. These, 
then, are entrained by the gaseous stream and 
carried rapidly about in the upper portion of 
the chamber so that a condition of high turbu 
lence results. This insures the disintegration of 
the aggregates and the distribution of the parti 
cles uniformly throughout the entraining me 
dium. ' 

The condition of turbulence within the chamber 
I0 is augmented, and the direction of flow of 
the gaseous stream is controlled by means of 
baille plates 2B, 21, 22, 23, 24 strategically dis 
posed within the upper portion of the chamber 
[0 as demanded by the size and character of 
the particles. The ba?ies divide the gaseous 
stream into essentially two separate streams 
which, as is indicated by the arrows in Figure 3, 
are directed against each other so that the par- ' 
ticles carried thereby impinge against each other 
and, through the force of the collision, lose their 
momentum in substantial degree. This has the 
desirable effect of permitting the particles to 
settle or to pass through the intermediate and 
lower portions of the chamber It at a reduced 
velocity while maintaining them substantially 
individual and separate from each other. When 
the baiile plates are positioned in the upper por 
tion of the chamber 10 in the pattern illustrated 
in Figures 2 and 3, the manner in which the 
particles carried by the two gaseous streams im 
pinge against each other is quite striking, there 
being an area of high particle density and low 
velocity in the channel between and immediately 
above the baffle plates 24 and 25, in contrast 
to the scattered mass of rapidly moving particles 
present in the remaining areas of the upper por 
tion of the chamber. 

Analyzing further the action taking place in 
a tower having a ba?le plate arrangement such 
as is indicated in Figures 2 and 3, it appears 
that when wood particles are introduced into the 
top of the tower through conduit H5, a portion 
of the particles strike against plate 22 and are 
deflected toward the right-hand side of the tower 
by the air stream emanating from the jet !8. 
The plate 22 thus serves a deflecting function, 
while contemporaneously creating a condition of 
turbulence in the upper part of the tower. 
The remaining portion of the introduced par 

ticles falls downwardly against the plate 25 which 
directs them against the jet [8. They then are 
entrained in the air stream emanating from the 
jet and are carried toward the top of the tower, 
part passing over and part passing under the 
baffle plate 22. The material passing over plate 
22, drops downwardly against the plate 24, which 
directs the railing particles into the air stream 
from jet l9. They then are carried upwardly 
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in a path behind and over plate 23, which serves 
to prevent a disturbance of the air stream, and 
pass toward the center of the tower where they 
come into forceable contact with the particles 
which have been de?ected by the plate 25 and 
passed under plate 22. The resulting collision 
occurring between the particle content of the 
two streams causes the particles to lose their 
momentum as described above and to fall down 
wardly through the rest of the tower. 
The greater portion of the air or other entrain 

ing medium introduced through the jets I8—i9 
is dissipated through the screens 2l’—28 which 
have a mesh size calculated to permit free passage 
or the air while preventing loss of particles to 
the exterior. This motion of the air does not 
disturb the travel of the entrained particles since 
the air is introduced through jets l8 and Is at 
high velocity but at low volume. Hence a very 
substantial momentum is imparted to the par 
ticles which carries them through their respective 
paths of travel. 
A small amount of the entraining medium 

passes downwardly through the channel between 
the ba?le plates 213-25 carrying the particles with 
it at greatly reduced velocity, which is little if 
any greater than that induced by the force of 
gravity. The particles then enter the interme 
diate zone of the chamber it as individual par 
ticles separated from each other and distributed 
uniformly throughout the entire area of the 
chamber. As they progress downwardly, they 
whirl about and pass through a spray or mist of 
liquid adhesive material emanating from the 
spray heads 3%, 36 preferably directed across the 
diagonals of the tower and fed with liquid adhe 
sive material through the conduit 3 i , and with air 
or other suitable gas under pressure through the 
conduit 32. As explained above, this ?ne spray 
or mist of adhesive material, preferably moving 
counter-current to the stream of individual par 
ticles, coats the latter uniformly with adhesive, 
the amount applied being controlled accurately by 
controlling the amount of adhesive introduced 
through the spray heads 36 relative to the amount 
of substance to be coated introduced into the 
chamber via the worm feed it. It also may be 
used to adjust the moisture content of the par 
ticles by controlling the moisture content of the 
spray. 

After being coated with adhesive, the particles 
pass to the bottom of the chamber 10, which is 
open to the atmosphere and which may be sta 
tioned above an endless conveyor 33. The con 
veyor is driven by rolls 35~35 powered by a suit 
able source and supported on frame 36. It carries 
the deposited particles beneath smoothing means 
such as, for example, the picker roll 37. Thus 
there are provided means for forming the coated 
particles into a smooth felt of uniform dimensions 
and suitable for consolidation, although other 
forming or shaping means may be employed to 
suit the particular application contemplated. 
The felt formed in the manner described above 

may be consolidated and used as a composite 
board per se or, if preferred for some applications 
it may be used as a core layer between facing 
sheets of wood veneer, paper, pasteboard, syn 
thetic resinous sheets and the like. If the latter 
application is contemplated, there may be sup 
plied the roll at of the sheet material rotatably 
mounted on the standard 4! placed ahead of 
the coating chamber £0 with respect to the mov 
ing conveyor 34. The roll {iii furnishes a sheet 
which, lying upon the surface of the belt 34, re 
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. strength valuesfofttheiresulting ‘board! products _ 
also. were determinedsby. meansi oféth'ei standard - 
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ceives the coated particles as they are deposited 
from the coating chamber l0 and thus forms the 
lower face of the laminated product to be con 
structed. 
There also may be provided the roll 42 rotatably 

mounted on the standard 43, behind the coating 
‘chamber 10 and the picker roll 31. The roll 42 
applies a surface sheet to the levelled upper sur 
face of the felt formed of the‘coated particles. 
Hence there is formed a blank comprising surface 
sheets between which is disposed a quantity .of 
adhesive. coated particles ready to be formed into 
a composite consolidated board upon the vappli 
cation of pressure with or Without the contem 
poraneous application of heat, depending upon 
the type‘of adhesive employed. 
Whether or not facing sheets are applied to 

-the felted materiaLthe‘latter may be passed be 
neath pressure means such as the pressure rollers 
indicated generally at 45. These apply to the 
felt a pressure of, for example, from 50 to 300 
pounds per square inch, and thus cold press the 
felt to effect its partial consolidation; Where the 
moisture content ‘of the felt has been regulated 
in the manner explained above, the prepressing 
operation makes the felt self-sustaining so that 
it may readily be cut into‘ lengthsand transported 
to the press where its ?nal consolidation is ef 
fected. The latter press (not illustrated) may be 
of conventional construction and may‘ comprise 
the customary hardboard press equipped with 
platens which may be heated to ‘I the desired 
degree. " . . . 

By way of example, ‘a number'of consolidated 
board products were'made by mixing varying 
percentagesof liquid phenolic resin binder hav 
ing a solids content of about 40% by weight with 
wood particles inthe form of shavings, forming 
the mixture into a‘ felt, and. consolidating thefelt 
.by the application of heat and pressure. Both 
the conventional mechanicalmethod of mixing 
the binder-with the wood pieces and the spray 
coating method described herein were employed, 
and'the results compared. ' I P " 

In making the boardby the mechanicalmixing 
method-thewood pieces were placed in'a rotat 
ing tumbler orother suitable mixing vapparatus, 
the-selected amount of liquid binderi added, and 
the mixing continued until the binder hadibeen 
dispersed throughout the wood pieces 'as~thor-' 
oughly as was. permitted by the limitations in 
herent. in this method. The resulting ‘mixture 
.was placed between facing sheets of plastic paper 
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10 
ture ‘on ?exing. The results of the foregoing tests - 
are given in Table II, each strength value being 
an average of several test samples. These re 
sults are the ones used in plotting the curves of 
Figure 1, the values being fitted to the curves 
by the method of least squares. 

TABLE II 

213.2053‘; cogtegénby gogliesjir'lby 
ontent . rocessing . Example Number (by Weight) Mifil'filylgglcal in spray 

of Core 3 i5’ Towe‘r, 
Material 9' ' ' p. s. 1. 

1.0 
1.9 
2.0 
2. 4 
2.5 
3.0 
3.1 ‘ 

,3. 5 
3.5 
4.0 
4. 2 
4.9 
5.0 
5.4 
5.6 
6.0 

As is apparent from the foregoing experimen-' 
tal' data, and particularly from the graph in 
corporating the same, coating of the particles 
with binder by therhereindescribed method re 
sults inthe maximum coating with minimum 
adhesive usage. This-is indicated by the strength 
values of the boards produced by/the two meth 
ods, those produced by the present method‘being . ‘ 
uniformly stronger than those produced by the 
conventional mechanical method and using the 
same amount of resin binder; This means, as 
already, developed above, that substantially less 
binder need be employed in thej'vmanufacture 
ofboard products of a speci?ed strength, this 
resulting ‘in obvious and’ substantial savings in 
cost. ‘Furthermore, by the easily carried out ex-' 
p'edient of controlling the moisture ‘content of 

‘ the binderspray used to coat the particlesthe 
moisture content of'the; coated particles may be 
adjusted to a value at which the felt made there 

.'from is‘susceptible to prepressing, in the cold 

60 

and hot pressed between the heated} platens of 7 
an hydraulicpressat- 300 pounds per square inch 
and 300 degrees F.~for. 10 minutes. After removal 
fromthe press,"thee-bofards_ were-tested by'-sub'- 

' In-making the boards using the spray coating 
method of the present invention, thevparticles 
of wood were introduced at a controlledrate into 
a coating chamber-‘of'the type illustrated in_;Fjig-, 
ures 2 to 5 of the drawings. There’they-weredif-i 
fused with andentrainedin an, air?stream; and 
passed vthrough age-controlled amount -of liquid 

60 

resin binder in thevr'form of 'a ‘mist in ‘the .manner- , 
describedT‘aboveJ The resultin'gcoated particles ' 
were placed between facing sheets‘l- of plastic 
paper and consolidated- .ini-a-heated hydraulic‘ 
press at ap'ressure ofj300 p.vs.>i. and a temper-a1: 
ture of 300 degreesifor IOLminutesl» ‘The ' 

test method forimea'suring the modem-spawns 

to form a'p‘artiallyv consolidated blank which is 
self-sustaining, and may be cut into lengths'and 
handled withfacility andwithout likelihood of its 
disintegration. 

ferred embodiments; I‘claim: . v H 
r 11.‘ In‘ the manufacture of composite, consoli 
dated ‘productsthe step of coating with adhesive 

' Havinginow' described m'y'invention in_Vpre-' 

the constituent particlesthereof prior to their" ’ 
jabbing themptonthe standard testkmethcd for’ consolidation .by, introducing the bulk particles» 

' measuring the modulus- of rupture on ‘?exing. into ajplurality'of high velocity ‘gaseous streams 
' .tol-separate the particles from each other, direct-, ‘: a I I 

. ing‘ the j, particles propelled by ,said streams‘ againstreach other in a, space removed from said ‘ 

high velocity. streams, whereby. to'eifect'the im 
pingement of' the" particles against each other ‘ 
with consequent arresting of‘ their motion, com; 
bining the said particles into another stream of 
low velocity to'diffuse saidparticles throughout ' ' 
substantially the entire stream, and introducing 

> into the said another stream a‘sprayl'of adhesive 
70 

75 

material‘, whereby‘ to coat the 
with the said adhesive material. 
- 2. In the“ manufacture-ioficomposite, consolié ‘~i 

vdated productsfthej-stépi ofgcoatingthe ‘c'onstitu-*-- " > 1' I ent particlesg-there'of' 'with'adhesive priorjto "th' >7 

.c'onsolidation'jby introducing the; bulk 'p'artiol " ' 
into a plurality‘iiofi-high I velocity ‘gaseous i'stre'ajlris-1 . . f' 

paitic'lés Uniformly; 1‘ g j “ - " 
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wt?) sepsratethe particles from each other,direct-' 
ing the particles propelled by said streams 
against each other in a space removed from said 
high velocity streams, thereby causing the parti 
cles to strike against ‘each other and lose their , 
momentum in substantial degree, combining the 
said particles in another gaseous stream of low 
velocity to diiiuse said particles over substantially 
the entire cross-sectional area thereof, and in 
tro‘ducing into the said another gaseous stream 
and counter-‘current thereto a spray of adhesive 
material for coating the said particles with ad 
hesi've. ' - 

3. In the manufacture of composite, consoli 
dated products the step ofcoating the constitu 
em particles thereof with adhesive prior to their 
‘con's‘olidationby providing aggregates of the said 
vparticles, subjecting the said'aggregates to the 
Ia'oti'onbf “aplurality of gad?ollsjjstlieams of sub 
stantial velocity, whereby to disintegrate the said 
aggregates, ‘directing the particlespro'pell'ed by 
said streamsagainst each other in a space re 
‘moved ,from, ‘said high velocityjstreams, there 
‘by causing the particles to impinge-against each 
fo‘ther and lose their momentum in substantial P 
degree, and passing the particles through a spray 
of adhesive material for coating them with the 
same. ‘ 

'_ ‘4. ‘the "manufacture of "composite,- consoli 
datedjproducts the step’ of coating'theyconstitu 
'eh'tfparticles ‘thereof with ‘adhesive prior to their 
consolidation by providing ‘aggregates ‘of ‘the said 
particles; subjecting the said aggregates to the 
"action of a ‘gaseous stream of substantial veloc 
ity, ‘whereby to disintegrate the said aggregates, ; 
'entraining the resulting ‘individual particles in 
aplurality of high velocity gaseous streams, di 
‘rectingl the particles propelled by ‘said gaseous 
streamsagainst ‘each other in a space removed 

' ‘from said highv velocity streams, thereby causing 
the particles to impinge against each other and 
lose their ‘momentum 'in substantial degree, com 
bining the particlesin ‘another gaseous stream 
of low velocity ‘wherein they are jdi?used over 
substantially the entire ‘cross-sectional area 
"thereof, land-introducin'gjin the‘said another 
gaseousystrea'm and j‘co‘unt‘erecurrent thereto a 
spray'of adhesive ‘material for coating the said 

‘ particles with adhesive. 
‘ {5. in thejmanu'facture of ‘composite, vconsoli 
dated'iproducts, the ‘step-‘of coating the constitu 
ent particles thereof with adhesivejprior to their 
consolidation ‘by introducing the bulk particles 
into a plurality of high velocity gaseous streams‘ to 
separate the particles :fro‘mjeach' other, directing 
the'jparticles propelled by‘ said "streams ‘against 
each other in a space ‘removed ‘frdin' said high 

' velocity streams,‘ ‘thereby’ ‘causing: the particles 
_ to's'trike‘agains't'each other and lose'their mo 
inentum ‘in ‘substantial degree, and permitting 
the particles to fall through aspray of adhesive 
material for coating-them With thesame. V 
. '6. The method of making composite, consoli 
dated productsirom material in particle form 
whichcomprises entraining the particles of the 
said5materialvin a ‘plurality of high velocity gas 
streams, directing the particles propelled by said 
streams against each other in a :space removed 
from said high velocity streams, thereby-‘causing 
the particles to strike against each; other and 
lose their‘ momentum insubstantial degree, pass 
ing the said particles through a spray of ‘adhesive 
material for coating. them With, adhesive, shape 
ing the coated :particles, and consolidating the 

V shaped particles by‘?he'application of, pressure. ,, 

520 
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'7. The method of making composite, consoli-i 

dated products from material in the form of 
smallpieces which comprises providing aggre 
gates of the said pieces, subjecting the said ag— 
gregates to the action of a gaseous stream of 
substantial velocity, thereby disintegrating the 
said aggregates, entraining the resulting individ 
ual pieces in a-plurality of’ high velocity gaseous 
streams, directing the pieces propelled by said 
gaseous streams against each other in a space 
removed from said high velocity streams, there 
by causing the pieces to strike against each other 
and lose their momentum insubstantial degree, 
passing the pieces ‘through a spray of adhesive 
material for coating them therewith, shaping the 
coated pieces, and consolidating the shaped 
pieces by the application of pressure. 

8. The method of ‘making consolidated, com 
posite board ,productsrfrom pieces of Woody ma 
terial which comprises entraining the pieces in 
a plurality of high velocity gas streams, direct 
ing the pieces propelled by said streams against 
each other in a space removed from said high ve 
locity streams, thereby causing the pieces to 
strike against each other ‘and lose their momen 
tum in substantial degree, passing the said pieces 
‘through ‘a spray of adhesive material for coating 
them with adhesive, forming a felt from ‘the 
coated pieces, and consolidating the felt by the 
application of heat and pressure. 
'9. The method-oi making consolidated board 

products from pieces of woody material which 
comprises providing aggregates of the saidipieces, - 
subjecting the said aggregates to the action of a 
(gaseous stream of substantial velocity, thereby 
disintegrating‘ the said aggregates, entraining 
the resulting individual pieces in a plurality of 
‘high velocity gaseous streams, directing the 
pieces propelled by said gaseous ‘streams against 
each other in a space removed‘ from said ‘high 
velocity streams, thereby causing ‘the pieces to 

‘ _ strike against each --_other and-‘lose their momen 

60 

65 

tum in substantial degree, passing the said 
pieces through a spray ‘of adhesive material for 
coating them therewith, forming the coated 
pieces into agfelt, (and consolidating the felt ‘by 
the ‘application of heat and pressure. 

it). Thegmethod1 of coating particles which 
comprises-introducing ‘the bulk particles ‘into a 
plurality of high velocity z-gaseous streams to 
separate the 'particlesfirom each other, directing 
the particlespropelled by said s-teams against 
each other -a,_s_pa'ceremoved from said high 
velocity,streams,_;\vhereby toseffect the impinge 
ment of the particles against each other with 
consequent 'arrestinggoi their motion, combining 
the particles into another stream of low velocity 
to diffuse said- particle's throughout substantially 
the entire stream,,ai_idl introducing into, the said 
another tstr-eamya spray of *coating ~ material, 
whereby to ~_coa_t the-particles :uniformly with" the 
said coatingfmaterial. , ' , ~ - 

, _ll.--Apparatus for-coating small pieces of ma 
terial-with adhesive prior‘ to their consolidation 
into composite products-which; comprises a cham 
ber,~means ior introducing- the said pieces'into 
saidrchamberpmeans within the chamber foren 
trainlne-Said piece-SL111: a plurality ofehish velocity 
gaseous streams,*mean_s-ior_;directing the ?ow of 
said-pieces prope1led.;by said streams intoeach 
other .to e?ect; the impingement of the pieces 
against-each other with, consequent arrestingzof 
their motion, »means;=forjcombining the arrested 
pieces in; another gaseousistreamwv of, low ‘velocity, 
andmeans forsintroducing intothe. said another 
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gaseous stream a spray of adhesive material 
whereby to coat the said pieces uniformly with 
the same. 

12. Apparatus for coating small pieces of ma 
terial with adhesive prior to their consolidation 
into composite products which comprises a 
chamber, means for subjecting the said aggre 
gates to the action of a gaseous stream of sub 
stantial velocity whereby to disintegrate the said , 
aggregates, means for entraining the resulting in 
dividual pieces in a plurality of high velocity 
gaseous streams, means for directing the pieces 
propelled by said gaseous streams against each 
other in a space removed from said high velocity 
streams, thereby causing the particles to come 
in contact with each other and lose their mo 
mentum in substantial degree, and means for 
contacting the particles with a spray of adhesive 
material. 

13. Apparatus for coating small pieces of ma 
terial with adhesive prior to their consolidation 
into composite products which comprises a cham 
ber, means for introducing the pieces into the 
chamber, means for entraining the pieces in a 
plurality of high velocity gaseous streams, means 
for directing the ?ow of pieces propelled by the 
streams counter-current to each other, thereby 
causing the pieces to impinge against each other 
in a space removed from the high velocity 
streams and lose their momentum in substantial 
degree, and means for permitting the pieces to 
fall through a spray of adhesive material for 
coating them with the same. 

14. Apparatus for coating small pieces of ma 
terial with adhesive prior to their consolidation 
into composite products which comprises a cham 
ber, means for introducing the pieces into the 
chamber, air jets communicating with the cham 
ber and adapted to entrain in high velocity air 
streams the said pieces as they enter the cham 
ber, a plurality of ba?ie plates disposed within 
the chamber opposite the air jets and adapted to 
direct the pieces propelled by the air streams 
against each other in a space removed from the 

, high velocity streams to arrest the motion'of and 
diffuse the said pieces, and a spray head for di 
recting a spray of adhesive material against the 
dilfused pieces whereby to coat them uniformly 
with adhesive. ' ' 

15. ‘Apparatus for coating small pieces of ma 
terial with adhesive prior to their consolidation 
into composite products which comprises a cham 
ber, means for introducing the pieces into the 
chamber at a predetermined rate, air jets com-~ 
municating with the chamber and adapted to en 
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14 
train the said pieces in high velocity air streams 
as they enter the chamber, a plurality of baf?e 
plates disposed within the chamber opposite-the 
air jets and adapted to direct the pieces propelled 
by the air streams against each other in a space 
removed from the high velocity streams to arrest 
the motion of and di?use the said pieces, and a 
spray head for directing a spray of adhesive ma 
terial against the diifused pieces whereby to coat 
them uniformly with a predetermined amount of 
adhesive. 

16. Apparatus for coating small pieces of ma 
terial with adhesive which comprises a verti 
cally elongated chamber, means for introducing 
the pieces into the top of the chamber at a con 
trolled and predetermined rate, ?rst baifle means 
for dividing the pieces entering the chamber into 
a pair of streams of said pieces, ?rst air jet means 
within the chamber, second ba?le means adjacent 
the ?rst air jet means for directing the ?rst of 
said streams thereagainst, thereby entraining in 
air the constituent pieces of thesaid ?rst stream, 
second air jet means within the chamber, third 
baf?e means adjacent the second air jet means 
for directing the second of said streams there 
against, thereby entraining in air the constituent 
pieces of the saidv second stream, all of the said 
ba?le means acting to direct the two streams of 
air-entrained pieces against each other, the re 
sulting collision of the pieces causing them to 
lose their momentum and become uniformly dif 
fused throughout the entire cross-section of the , 
chamber, falling downwardly ‘therethrough, and 
spray means within the chamber for coating the 
downwardly falling pieces uniformly'w'ith a pre 
determined amount of adhesive. 

MORTIMER D. MACDONALD., 
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